A universal relation for edge chipping from sharp contacts in brittle materials: A simple means of toughness evaluation
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Abstract

An analysis of chipping fracture in brittle solids is presented. Cracks are introduced into the edges of selected materials, including soda-lime glass and fine-grain ceramics, using a Vickers indenter in monotonic loading. The ensuing chip morphology is examined and shown to exhibit a certain geometrical similarity, independent of material properties. A simple universal relation is derived for the critical chipping load in terms of indent location and material toughness. It is suggested that the method could be used as a simple and quick means for evaluating toughness values for glasses and fine-grain brittle materials.
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1. Introduction

A concentrated contact near the edge of a brittle material may lead to premature chipping. In early civilizations this fact was exploited by primitive man to fashion stone tools [1]. In the modern household, edge chipping in masonry, ceramic tiles, glass tabletops and kitchen countertops is a commonplace inconvenience. For this reason, edges are often rounded to avoid stress concentrations. In some cases, any such chipping that does occur may be repaired by polishing back, but this can be tedious and expensive. Edge chipping is also a central mechanism in basic material shaping, for instance glass cutting and ceramic machining [2,3]. In dentistry, chipping can cause damage to teeth and crowns, necessitating partial or full restoration. It is important to understand the basic conditions under which chipping may occur in any given brittle material.

Several attempts have been made to provide this understanding by modeling the chipping process associated with point or line loading [4–12]. Those studies cover a broad range of fracture mechanics sophistication. However, little attempt has been made to obtain specific relations for the critical chipping conditions in terms of contact location and governing material properties. From the modeling perspective, the problem is made difficult by the complex 3D nature of most chipping geometries, so that even finite element analysis is a daunting prospect except in idealized plane strain conditions. On the other hand, as we shall argue, a great deal of progress can be made by invoking the principle of geometrical similarity, enabling derivation of simple, explicit failure relations for chipping fracture.

Accordingly, in this study we conduct chipping tests on brittle materials using a Vickers indenter loaded at prescribed distances from polished orthogonal edges to deliver a monotonically increasing, normal concentrated load. The mechanics of Vickers indentation cracks in monolithic brittle materials are well documented [13,14], so it is necessary only to fold in the effects of an adjacent free surface. The
materials selected for testing are principally fine-grain ceramics, to avoid $R$-curve complications. Soda-lime glass is used as a model transparent material, enabling in situ viewing of the crack evolution during the entire testing, up to crack instability and beyond to ensuing spalling. We argue that the fracture pattern has a certain self-similarity, independent of indent location and material properties. This leads to the derivation of a simple, universal relation for the chipping load in terms of edge distance and material toughness. Measurements of the chipping load for all test materials, including the opaque ceramics, are subsequently made without reference to any crack measurements, and correlated in the universal relation with independently measured toughness values. It is suggested that the chipping test could be used as a simple and quick method for evaluating toughness of any given brittle material.

### 2. Experimental

Several brittle materials were selected for testing, in the form of rectangular plates with minimum dimensions 5 mm. Soda-lime glass was used as a model transparent solid for direct viewing of the chipping fracture process, in this case with minimum dimension 15 mm. Fine-grain polycrystalline ceramics (grain size <5 μm) were also used: porcelain (Vita Mark II, Vita Zahnfabrik, Bad Sackingen, Germany); a dry-pressed glass-infiltrated alumina (InCe-ram, Vita Zahnfabrik, Bad Sackingen, Germany); Y-TZP zirconia (Lava Frame, 3M ESPE, Morrow, GA). Top and front surfaces were diamond-polished to 1 μm finish, leaving sharp edges for indentation testing. Toughness values of these materials were independently measured from the size of radial cracks around Vickers indentations on specimen top surfaces well away from the edges [14], and are shown in Table 1.

The test configuration used to cause chipping is shown schematically in Fig. 1. A heavy duty Vickers diamond indenter was used in the crosshead of an Instron testing machine (Instron 4501, Instron Corp., Canton, MA) to apply monotonically increasing normal loads $P$ up to 600 N at prescribed distances $h$ up to 2.5 mm from the front face, with pyramidal diagonals parallel and perpendicular to the specimen edges. Load was applied monotonically at a rate $\approx1$ N s$^{-1}$, so that chipping occurred typically within 1–2 min. In the glass specimens, a video camera was used to follow the crack depth as a function of load, from both the side and front as well as from below. In all materials, dimensions $C$ (depth) and $D$ (width) of the ultimate chips on the front walls, and the critical failure loads $P_f$ to spall these chips, were recorded.

### 3. Results and analysis

#### 3.1. Chipping morphology

A video sequence from a subsurface-view camera of a glass specimen during Vickers indentation at a distance $h=1.05$ mm from the front face is shown in Fig. 2a–d. The Vickers indentation initially formed two mutually orthogonal sets of radial–median crack arms [15], one parallel and one perpendicular to the front surface. At relatively low load $P=62$ N, Fig. 2a, the cracks have just begun to extend. On increasing the load to $P=120$ N, Fig. 2b, the parallel crack has extended laterally and slightly toward the specimen edge. At higher load $P=176$ N, Fig. 2c, the lateral extension and curvature are more developed. At $P=190$ N, Fig. 2d, the crack is on the verge of failure. Finally, at $P=191$ N, Fig. 2e, the initially parallel crack extends along the surface to form a chip of width $D \approx 7.6$ mm. This surface chip geometry has been well described in an earlier study by Lardner et al. [7]. The “attractive” influence of the free surface on the crack trajectory is manifest. Note that the perpendicular crack arm extending away from the front face (upward in Fig. 2) has barely grown, indicating comparatively little interaction with the free surface.

Fig. 3 contains video clips from a side-view camera for another crack also distant $h=1.05$ mm, showing the downward evolution of the median crack system. The parallel median crack is seen as the dark shadow, the smaller perpendicular crack as the very faint circular fringe pattern. At $P=104$ N, Fig. 3a, the crack has undergone small downward extension. On increasing the load to $P=160$ N, Fig. 3b, the parallel crack begins to outpace its perpendicular counterpart. At $P=200$ N, Fig. 3c, the initially parallel crack begins to curve around, predominantly near the

### Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material</th>
<th>Toughness $K_v$ (MPa m$^{1/2}$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Glass</td>
<td>0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Porcelain</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alumina</td>
<td>2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Y-TZP</td>
<td>3.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
top surface (cf. Fig. 2), accounting for a broadening of the dark shadow. A further slight increase in load to \( P = 204 \) N, Fig. 3d, rapidly accentuates this deepening and broadening. At this point the crack has reached a critical depth \( c_F = 1.8 \) mm, i.e. is on the verge of instability. Finally, with an infinitesimal increment in load to
\( P = P_F = 205 \text{ N, Fig. 3e}, \) the crack has become unstable and accelerated into a familiar conchoidal spall of depth \( C = 4.2 \text{ mm}. \)

Fig. 4 is an analogous sequence, from a front-view camera for another test in glass, at \( h = 0.63 \text{ mm}. \) This time the parallel crack is visible as the faint fringe pattern, the perpendicular crack as the much smaller dark line. The parallel crack begins in its classical median configuration at \( P = 65 \text{ N, Fig. 4a}, \) with downward and lateral expansion at \( P = 77 \text{ N, Fig. 4b}. \) With further slight increase in load to \( P = 78 \text{ N, Fig. 4c}, \) the crack expands rapidly, and is on the verge of instability at depth \( c_F = 1.3 \text{ mm}. \) Spallation on the front face occurs in the next crack increment at \( P = P_F = 79 \text{ N, Fig. 4d}, \) to spall depth \( C = 3.0 \text{ mm} \) and width \( D = 5.6 \text{ mm}. \)

The kind of fracture evolution described in Figs. 2–4 cannot be followed in the opaque ceramics. However, it is straightforward to determine the final chip morphology from the spall dimensions on the front face. Plots of \( C \) versus \( h \) and \( D \) versus \( h \) are shown in Fig. 5a and b. Note that the data can be represented by linear fits, independent of material. This implies a certain geometrical similarity in the chipping process. Regression of the data in Fig. 5 yields \( C/h = 5.1 \) and \( D/h = 8.0. \)

### 3.2. Fracture mechanics

Consider a sharp-indenteter median crack of depth \( c \) located distance \( h \) from the front face, Fig. 1. For \( c \ll h, \) the specimen may be approximated by a semi-infinite solid, where the stress-intensity factor \( K \) has the well-documented form [13,16,17]
\[ K = \frac{c}{h} P / c^{3/2} = K_c \]

At equilibrium, where \( K_c \) is the toughness and \( \gamma_c \) is an indentation coefficient relating to the elastic component of the indentation field [17]. It is assumed that \( K_c \) is single-valued and crack-size independent, which is valid for fine-grain materials without \( R \)-curve behavior [18]. It is also assumed that the indenter does not unload prior to chipping, in which case a residual inelastic component in the indentation stress field may be neglected [17]. As crack-size increases, the influence of the front free surface will begin to be felt. We may accommodate this influence by normalizing crack size \( c \) relative to indent location \( h \) and transforming Eq. (1) to obtain

\[ P / h^{3/2} = (K_c / \gamma_c)(c / h)^{3/2} f(c / h) \]

where \( f(c / h) \) is a dimensionless function, with \( f(c / h) = 1 \) in the limit \( c / h = 0 \). Noting the geometrical similarity implied in Fig. 5, we may expect \( f(c / h) \) to be material-independent.

For glass, where the crack can be followed throughout its evolution, the \( P(c) \) dependence can be explored in detail. Accordingly, Fig. 6 plots \( P(h) \) as a function of \( c / h \) for glass. Each data symbol represents a different crack, for \( h \) values ranging between 0.2 mm and 2 mm. The solid curve is an empirical fit through the data. The inclined dashed line is the asymptotic limiting case \( f(c / h) = 1 \) in Eq. (2). Above \( c / h \approx 0.5 \) the data begin to deviate away from this line, bending over and passing through a maximum \( P(h) / h^{3/2} \approx 5.8 \text{ MPa m}^{1/2} \) at \( c / h \approx 2.0 \). Beyond this point the crack becomes unstable, corresponding to chipping failure. The critical load condition for failure in Eq. (2) then takes the general form

\[ P_f / h^{3/2} = \beta K_c \]

where \( \beta = (1/\gamma_c)(c_f / h)^{3/2} f(c_f / h) \) = constant, independent of material.

Fig. 6. Plot of \( P / h^{3/2} \) as a function of \( c / h \) for soda-lime glass, describing median crack evolution to chipping failure. Each data symbol represents a different crack, for \( h \) in the range 0.2–2 mm. Solid curve is an empirical fit through the data. Inclined dashed line is the asymptotic limiting case \( f(c / h) = 1 \) in Eq. (2). Note maximum in curve, defining critical fracture condition.

Whereas in the case of opaque ceramics it is difficult to obtain \( P_f \) data, measurement of \( P_f \) is straightforward. A plot of \( P_f \) versus \( h \) for each test material is given in Fig. 7. Regression fits of Eq. (3) to each data set, with force-fit slopes 1.5 (logarithmic coordinates), are then made to determine values of \( \beta K_c \). Soda-lime glass is the best-characterized of our test materials, so let us take it as our reference baseline. Reproducible crack velocity \( \nu(K) \) curves have been well documented for this material by Wiederhorn for tests in moist atmospheres [19,20], so we can specify an independent, accurate value of effective \( K_c \) from a knowledge of the crack growth rate. From observations such as those in Figs. 2–4, in conjunction with the known load rate \( \approx 1 \text{ N s}^{-1} \), we estimate a crack velocity of \( \approx 0.1 \text{ mm s}^{-1} \) near the instability point, corresponding to an effective toughness \( K_c = 0.6 \pm 0.1 \text{ MPa m}^{1/2} \) for soda-lime glass from Wiederhorn’s \( \nu(K) \) curves. The regression fit to the glass data yields \( \beta K_c = 5.6 \pm 0.8 \text{ MPa m}^{1/2} \) (mean and standard deviation), corresponding to a value \( \beta = 9.3 \pm 1.3 \). With this calibration, \( K_c \) values can now be

Fig. 7. Plot of chipping load \( P_f \) versus indentation distance \( h \) for selected glass and ceramic materials. Solid lines represent best fits of Eq. (2).

Fig. 8. Plot of toughness \( K_c \) for selected glass and ceramic materials, showing values estimated from Eq. (3) versus values determined from conventional Vickers indentation measurements.
4. Discussion

We have investigated edge chip formation in brittle solids using a sharp indenter located at prescribed distances \( h \) from the edges of homogeneous glasses and ceramics, i.e. materials characterized by a single-valued toughness \( K_c \). In our tests we have used a Vickers indenter, but a Knoop indenter would work equally well. The indentation creates orthogonal radial–median cracks along the indentation diagonals, in our case oriented parallel and perpendicular to the edges. The crack parallel to the edge dominates, propagating downward and toward the front surface and resulting in a chipping scallop at a critical load \( P_c \). The chip morphology exhibits a certain geometrical similarity, independent of material, with characteristic depth and width dimensions on the front face \( C \approx 5h \) and \( D \approx 8h \) (Fig. 1). This corresponds to a chip volume \( V \approx \pi CDh/6 \approx 21h^3 \), demonstrating that a contact close to a sharp edge can remove a large quantity of material.

The power of the geometrical similarity argument is that it enables specification of the universal critical load relation in Eq. (3) in the simplest way, essentially based on dimensional analysis. This approach circumvents the need for a detailed fracture mechanics derivation of the function \( P(c) \). Such a detailed derivation is impractical, even by finite element analysis, because of the 3D complexity of the problem. The simplifying feature in the present approach is the scaling of the critical depth \( c_F \) for chipping with the contact location \( h \), independent of material, leading to the \( P_c \propto h^{3/2} \) dependence evident in Fig. 7.

A feature of the analysis is the interrelation between critical load \( P_c \) and toughness \( K_c \) in Eq. (3). This provides a simple means of estimating \( K_c \) directly from chipping loads, to within an accuracy of about 25%. Part of the uncertainty arises from variation in experimental repeatability, part from scatter in the independent measurements of \( K_c \) [14]. As indicated, it is easy to measure critical loads \( P_c \) in opaque ceramics. One only needs specimens with polished edges and minimum dimensions larger than about twice the chip size (typically 5 mm) and access to a heavy duty Vickers indenter. It is unnecessary to measure any crack size \( c \); the only dimension needing measurement is indent location \( h \). In this sense, the chipping test is easier even than the conventional Vickers indentation fracture test in which \( K_c \) is measured from radial crack dimensions [14]. Interestingly, the maximum in Fig. 6 is reminiscent of two-step indentation–strength tests where indentations are placed into flexure specimens and the strength is subsequently measured [21]. It is as if the free surface in the chipping test, by removing constraining bulk material, were imposing a “fictitious” tensile stress on the crack.

Finally, as with all tests, the chipping test described here is not without its limitations: (i) We have indicated that crack growth in brittle ceramics is subject to rate effects, especially in moist environments, according to some velocity relation. Such effects are well known in indentation tests, where radial cracks can grow steadily at (or even after) loading [22]. Rate effects have been observed too in the current chipping tests in glass; median cracks continue to grow toward instability after the load has been halted. In Fig. 6, this is equivalent to crack growth along a horizontal line at constant \( P \) toward the instability branch of the \( P(c) \) function. Ignoring such rate effects will lead to underestimates of the true equilibrium value of \( K_c \). (ii) The fine-grain ceramics selected for study here have a single-valued toughness, i.e. no significant \( R \)-curve [18,23]. In large-grain ceramics with heterogeneous microstructures, \( R \)-curve behavior will become evident. The measured \( K_c \) will then be that corresponding to the crack length at failure. In such materials crack growth becomes somewhat more stable because the effective toughness increases with extension, and the bridged paths will become less smooth as the crack front undergoes enhanced deflection [18], i.e. crumbling rather than chipping. (iii) We have considered only monotonic loading, as befits most chipping events. This avoids any complications associated with unloading and repeated reloading, which can further accelerate cracks owing to the action of residual stresses around hardness impressions [17] and fatigue effects [24]. (iv) It is implicit in Eqs. (1)–(3) that two conditions be met: first, that median cracks initiate at a low load; and second, that they extend well beyond the immediate plastic contact zone. In most brittle materials, the initiation threshold occurs at much lower loads than the critical values \( P_c \) measured here [25]. To guarantee the second condition, it is necessary only to ensure that \( h \) (here \( \approx 1 \) mm) is larger than the indentation size (\( \approx 100 \) \( \mu \)m). In this limit, the critical conditions will be insensitive to contact type, e.g. Vickers or Knoop. (v) We have considered only normal loading. The imposition of a tangential component in the loading will influence the crack trajectory and hence critical chipping load in Eq. (3).
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